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CRATERING AND PENETRATION EXPERIMENTS IN ALUMINUM 1100 TARGETS USING SODA- 
LIME GLASS PROJECTILES FROM 1-7 KMIS 

F. ~ 6 r z @ ,  M.J. ~ i n t a l a a ,  R.P. ~e rnha rda  and T.H. seea, @NASA - Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, 
77058; a ~ o c k h e e d  - ESC, Houston, Texas 77058 

INTRODUCTION: Using Teflon targets to simulate thermal blankets from the Long Duration Exposure 
Facility (LDEF), we demonstrated that it is possible to obtain unique solutions of projectile diameter (Dp) from 
diameter measurements of individual penetration holes (Dh) [ l  & 21. This renders the interpretation of penetration 
holes totally akin to that of craters in infinite halfspace targets. This new approach seems to be a substantial 
improvement over traditional ballistic-limit considerations [3 & 41, which typically yield a single, cumulative count 
for all projectiles larger than some threshold impactor capable of physically perforating a target of a given thickness 
(T). 

The present work reports on equivalent calibration-type experiments with aluminum 1100 targets. Interest in 
this soft and relatively pure (>99% Al) alloy relates to surfaces that display sizable populations of craters and 
penetration holes on space-exposure surfaces £tom the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM; [4]) and LDEF [5, 6 & 71. 
Furthermore, thin-films of pure aluminum are contemplated for use in future cosmic-dust instruments, either as the 
plasma-producing membranes in some trajectory sensor concepts, or in capture cells [8]. Lastly, past interpretations 
of SMM and LDEF features close to the ballistic limit tended to systematically yield larger impactors from 
penetration equations compared to cratering equations [4, 5, 7 & 91. Therefore, it seemed appropriate to 
experimentally delineate, in detail, the transition from cratering to penetration processes in aluminum targets to 
resolve these apparent discrepancies, as we did for Teflon in our earlier experiments [ l  & 21. 

EXPERIMENTS: The experiments employed 3.2 mm (118") soda-lime glass projectiles and annealed 
aluminum 1100 targets; the thickness of the targets were systematically varied over approximately four orders of 
magnitude (0.1< D T >  1000) at any specific experimental velocity (2.0, 4.0, 5.0, 5. 9 and 6.7 kmls). Our database 
consists of -35 cra i ering experiments [lo] and 70 penetration events [ l l ] .  Crater diameter (D,) was measured at the 
initial target surface; penetration-hole size (Dh) reflects the minimum diameter of the physical perforation, which can 
reside anywhere from close to the target's rear to close to the target's front side, depending on T. 

RESULTS: Figure 1 illustrates the basic, dimensional Soda-Lime Glass Op= 3175 pm) into Ahmiurn 1100 
measurements made for each of the experimental velocities. 3 

Open symbols refer to D, measurements, closed symbols to 2 
Dh. In this portrayal, the "standard" craters in infinite - 
halfspace targets form a horizontal (dashed) line, because $ 
DJDp is a constant (the actual ratios are given in parenthesis 4 1 

in Figure 1). The very first perforations are "marginal" 4 
L &  3 penetrations of Dh < Dp (not illustrated due to space 3 

limitations), which substantially drive the steepening of the a 4 2 
(solid) Dh curves. These Dh lines intercept the D Taxis at .s $ B the exact ballistic-limit thickness (TBL), where h = 0, by fi . 
definition. This asymptotic approach to Dh = 0 results in a 4 , 
vertical line which separates cratering in infmite halfspace 5 9 4 

targets (stippled gray) from physical perforation. Obviously, ., L 3 
increasingly higher velocities entail decreasing DplT values g f 
for TBL (value in parenthesis). Marginally penetrated targets 5 
are characterized by crater rims and lips that are essentially L .Z 
indistinguishable fiom those of the standard crater. Indeed, 3 $ 
the feature diameter at the target front side (D,,) is that of 0 5 

the standard crater (i,e, D,. = D,), even for sizable .Z % 
penetration holes up to approximately DJT = 1. Most fi -% 
penetrations in such massive targets may be characterized by a g = a  2 a D,, and Dh measurement, yet the Dc7 measurement is the , 

p' more diagnostic. The arrows in Figure 1, at D T - 1, & 
illustrate the condition where the shock-pulse dura ion (t) in .s : the projectile (tp) and target (t,) is exactly equal; these a B 5 
conditions were calculated following [12], using appropriate b .Elf 4 

equation-of-state data [13]. We postulate that any condition 5 2 3 
o f t  < t, will produce material motions at and near the target & 

2 s d a c e  that correspond to those of a full-fledged crater of 
diameter D,. At tp > t ,  these motions will be terminated at U 
earlier times and (lateral) flow will be less than that of a 1 
standard crater, thus Dh = D,, < D,. As a consequence, the o.! 1 10 loo 
condition of tp = tt characterizes the transition from cratering Projectile Diameter /Target Thickness ( 4 1  7) 
to penetration for the purpose of extracting projectile Figure 1. Crater (D,) and penetration (Dh) diameters at 

each of the five experimental velocities. 
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dimensions fiom unknown penetrations. This 
transition is marked by an arrow in Figure 1 (Tcp) 10 

D,  4!!11111@ Dh 
with the associated T values given m 9 

8 parenthesis. For tt << flow fields terminate , 
at progressively to yield increasingly 
smaller holes until the condition of Dh = D is 
reached. This typically occurs at DJT - f00, " 
regardless of impactor velocity. 4 Figure 2 summarizes the same data in a 
somewhat simplified form by using only the larger * 
of either Dc or Dh (solid lines), which we consider 
the primary measurements and criteria for the 
interpretation of space-produced penetrations. In 3 
addition, our suggestions for extrapolating the 
experimental observations to higher velocities are 
also portrayed (dashed lines). Based on the works 
of [3 & 91 one may calculate a standard crater 0.1 1 10 loo 
diameter (DJDp) at any velocity. This constant Projectile Diameter 1 Target Thickness 
forms a horizontal line that ultimately intercepts 
the Tcp line, the latter being the locus oft, = t at ( O P ~  
any given velocity. ~ 1 1  impacts to the left Figure 2. Summary plot of data portrayed in Figure 1. The solid lines 
line should be interpreted as craters of diameter D,, represent a combination of the Dh curve and Dc line of Figure 1; 
all events to the right as genuine penetrations of dashed lines are extrapolations of the experimental data to higher 

D,7 < D,. Because all experiments in very thin velocities typical for LEO collisions. 

targets resulted in Dh = Dp at DJT - 100, regardless of projectile velocity, we assumed that even higher velocities 
will approximately comply with this constraint as well. It then simply becomes a matter of graphical extrapolation, 
approximating the experimental curves and trends as best as possible, to connect the tt = tp point on the T, line with 
that of Dh = Dp at D T = 100. Each individual curve has a characteristic shape and specific slope atany given 
DJT, implying varia 4 le exponents of velocity for any given target thickness at constant encounter velocity. As a 
group the curves steepen with increasing velocity, becauseDJDp increases with V2'3 [3 & 91, whereas the condition 
of Dh = D is (essentially) invariant with velocity, based on our new observations. 

The Bata illustrated in Figure 2 are replotted 
loo into Figure 3 to obtain unique calibration curves 

for Dp, at any assumed velocity, fiom a known 8 
target thickness (T)  and measured hole diameter 
(Dh) on space-exposed surfaces. The horizontal 
termination of these curves at massive targets 
corresponds to the vertical line in Figure 2 and is 
driven by the condition of Dh = 0 at the ballistic 
limit. 

CONCLUSIONS: These experiments 
demonstrate that unique solutions for Dp may be = 
obtained fiom the diameter measurement of 3 
individual penetration holes in space-exposed % - 
aluminum 1100 targets, analogous to individual 0.1~; - . . . - 
hypervelocity craters in infmite halfspace targets. 1 10 100 

Penetration-Hole Diameter I Target Thickness (Dk IT) 
there is independent criteria Figure 3. Calibration curves for Dp in aluminum 1100 targets. which to extract velocity information from the 

morphology of penetration holes, and it remains necessary to invoke reasonable estimates of encounter velocity. 
Finally, experimental work on the effects of projectile density and shape is needed to M e r  aid in the interpretation 
of space-produced penetration holes. 
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